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A Treatise on Attorneys and Counsellors at Law 1892 excerpt from a treatise on attorneys and counsellors at law comprising the rules and legal principles applicable to the vocation of the

lawyer and those governing the relation of attorney and client except incidentally the rules and legal principles gov erning attorneys and counsellors at law in their vocation and in their

professional relations with their clients have hitherto met with but little attention from law writers i believe there is not now in general use any work especially devoted to the subject and

no one has so far as i am aware either professed or attempted to take an exhaustive view of this branch of the law yet a table of some five thousand cases cited in this volume and

nearly all of which are in some way directly applicable to attorneys and counsellors at law should seem to indicate that questions in regard to the subject matter have commanded the

attention and called for the adjudication of courts with considerable frequency and that lawyers have been in the past and doubtless will be in the future by no means exempt from

litigation wherein they figure not as attorneys alone but as parties litigant by reason of their profession it has occurred to the writer that an exclusive treatise attempting to present the law

governing the attorney as an officer of the court and as the representative of his client would be of convenience to the profession and perhaps in some degree lessen its labors and assist

its members in arriving more readily at a just ascertainment of their own rights and lia bilities in their relations to court and client the reader will perhaps be not displeased if the general

design of the work is now disclosed in its more prominent outlines about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at

forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original

format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do

however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Treatise on Attorneys and Counsellors at Law 2017-10-17 these related short stories offer a sometimes serious often humorous view of the legal world of ephraim tutt

A Treatise on Attorneys and Counsellors at Law 2019-04-04 the fifth edition of the corporate counsellor s deskbook offers insightful analysis of the key areas of the law of critical interest

to in house counsel and corporate law departments as well as outside firms and attorneys who represent corporate clients on a regular basis the authors provide step by step guidance

on issues such as employment agreements and executive compensationmanaging complex litigation and litigation budgetingimplementing internal procedures to protect against insider

trading and internal file controlstaking advantage of alternative dispute resolution formatscounseling on employment law and intellectual propertynoncompetition agreementsimport

regulation and customs complianceenvironmental law concerns additional topics in the fifth edition include

American Legal News 1920 tools of the trade introduces the law student and newly practicing attorney to the fundamental legal writing tools at their disposal the book is organized

progressively to parallel the sequence of events that occurs in an actual case the first several chapters cover some basic rules on the practice of law and initial client contact

correspondence such as retainer agreements the next chapters advance to cover subjects such as demand letters pleadings discovery and motions the final three chapters conclude with

less formal documents such as praecipes and letters of transmittal in addition to settlement documents and billing statements each individual chapter contains text explaining the basic

elements form and use of the instruments along with practical tips for drafting the chapters then set forth several samples not forms so the reader is able to appreciate the appearance

construction language and variations of the instrument

By Advice of Counsel 1929 mr ephraim tutt is a crafty old attorney who supports the common man and always has a trick up his sleeve to right the law s injustices table of contents tutt
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and mr tutt the human element mock hen and mock turtle samuel and delilah the dog andrew wile versus guile hepplewhite tramp lallapaloosa limited by advice of counsel the shyster the

kid and the camel contempt of court by advice of counsel that sort of woman you re another beyond a reasonable doubt old man tutt jefferson was right her father s house tit tat tutt black

salmon just at that age mr tutt takes the count mr tutt goes fishing tootle no parking mr tutt s queerest case arthur cheney train 1875 1945 was an american lawyer and writer of legal

thrillers particularly known for his novels of courtroom intrigue and the creation of the fictional lawyer mr ephraim tutt who quickly became the best known lawyer in america train wrote a

number of novels and short stories inspired by his parallel career as a lawyer in private practice and a new york county district attorney

The Corporate Counsellor's Deskbook 1999-01-01 excerpt from statutes and rules in relation to the admission of attorneys in massachusetts section 37 a person admitted as an attorney

in either court may practise in every other court in the state and there shall be no distinction of counsellors and attorneys about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of

thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally

reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page

may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such

historical works

The National Bankruptcy Register Reports 1870 legal thriller featuring courtroom action patrick j hurst is the counsellor with his trusted co defense counsel liam o brien they attempt to

defend an innocent man charged with murder frankie a nine year old is brutally raped by a paedophile and suffers horrific injuries entailing surgery and psychological counselling his father

is accused of murder in retaliation for the rape of his son to prove his innocence patrick and liam come up against a brutal international child pornography ring of which the murdered man

was a member patrick tries to hold onto other clients but the murder case consumes all his time his client base erodes and plunges his finances into a critical state as patrick fights off

bankruptcy the ring s professional thugs burn his office to the ground attack his private investigator jim brogan putting him in a coma and return to murder patrick liam and their associates

in an effort to stop their investigation into the child pornography ring as the trial date draws near patrick is dealt a final bitter blow his wife cindy files for divorce kelly madison patrick s

paralegal sticks with him through his darkest hours all looks lost until dr ralph johnson agrees to testify for the defense momentum swings but will it be enough to save an innocent man

The National Bankruptcy Register 1870 containing an almanac civil and judicial list with political statistical and other information respecting the state of new york and the united states
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